The AUUCU repeats responsible for spinocerebellar ataxia type 10 form unusual RNA hairpins.
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 10 is an autosomal dominant disorder caused by expansion of a pentameric repeat tract (ATTCT.AGAAT)(n) in intron 9 of the gene that encodes ataxin-10. We have analyzed duplex DNA containing the repeat, the individual DNA strands, and the RNA that would be generated by transcription of the repeat. Circular dichroism and UV absorbance measurements suggest that the previously reported tendency of the repeat to unpair when supercoiled is probably related simply to GC content rather than reflecting any unusual property of the duplex. DNA containing d(ATTCT)9 forms a folded structure at relatively low temperatures, whereas the antisense strand, d(AGAAT)9, does not form a structure even at 0 degrees C. In contrast r(AUUCU)9 forms a folded structure under physiologically reasonable conditions. S1 nuclease analysis reveals a single region of hypersensitivity in the middle of the repeat tract, whereas V1 digestion is consistent with a hydrogen bonded or well stacked structure. CD spectroscopy shows that the structure is unimolecular and hydrogen bonded and has a significant amount of A-form helix. NMR spectroscopy demonstrates that these hydrogen bonds comprise an equal number of A.U and U.U base pairs. Our data thus suggest that the repeat forms an unusual RNA hairpin. Thus the ability to form an RNA hairpin seems to be a common property of those Repeat Expansion Diseases that are not recessively inherited and are caused by repeats that are transcribed but not translated.